
Everything You Need
 

Badlands distributors pride themselves to be Canada's official distributors for Planet Eclipse

electric paintball equipment. The name says it all! Planet Eclipse started in 1997 and was a

small business located in Victoria BC. It has since grown to be one of the largest sellers in its

field. Planet Eclipse is available in many different countries and offer a variety of products for

both beginner and expert players of paintball. 

 

One of the latest technological advancements in paintball is the revolutionary V-Clamp. The

main goal behind the creation of this was to make the user experience more realistic. The

idea was for the pressure changes to be simulated when a ball gets shot. The valve has a

pressure gauge, the ability to program pressure changes, and the ability to adjust wind

speeds. 

 

 

All of these important aspects are essential in programming a painted ball gun. There are two

main types of marker used in this sport: the etek marker and the eco-tech paintball gun. Both

come with their own advantages and disadvantages. Both emit gases and use electricity. 

 

The bolt system is the main difference. Both the Badlands ELF as well as the Planet Eclipse

EA both use a bolt mechanism. The semi-automatic bolt release mechanism used by the

Planet Eclipse EA allows users to change the direction of BBs when the trigger is pulled.

However, the ELF uses a full-bolt system. It is less convenient and only offers one direction

to pull for each shot. 

 

Geek Stuff is the name of a new sensor system included in the new Gtek 170r. This sensor

measures distance to target using the laser and adjusts the trajectory based on wind



conditions. Top brands together with Best Reviews Tips The trajectory is much more precise

and has a longer range. It also comes at a lower cost than the EA for planet eclipse EA.

These benefits, however are offset by a heavier and more expensive gtek170r than the

Eclipse EA. 

 

The best part about the planet Eclipse ELF's semi-automatic system is its firing pin that

doesn't trigger. This eliminates the need to manually start or stop. This is a major advantage.

The user can place the marker anyplace in the field. However you should not place it next

other paintball markers. The planet Eclipse EA however, uses a spring-loaded pin which

must be manually cocked for each shot. This is not a problem, however. It makes the gtek

lighter, and can be used almost anywhere on your field. 

 

Another disadvantage to the gtek lineup's resemblence with the largest Poppet Valve marker

in the world is its similarity. Both use the same airsoft pump. The only difference between

them is the power of each shot. The airsoft refill kits for the ea and the poppet valve markers

are very similar in construction, so users of either should feel comfortable using them

together. The only difference is that the poppet valve markers are not as reliable and durable

as the refill for the ea. 

 

Overall, the gtek Eclipse is one of the most reliable and durable paintball markers on the

market today. Although it's not perfect it offers great value and is very reliable. Planet Eclipse

EA can be your best choice if you are looking for a quality pistol ghillie or airsoft rifle at an

affordable price. 

https://bestreviews.tips/planet-eclipse-paintball-markers_808595/

